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British Columbia Utilities Commission
6th Floor, 900 Howe Street
Vancouver, BC
V6Z 2N3
Attention: Ms. Erica M. Hamilton, Commission Secretary

Dear Ms. Hamilton:
Re:

Terasen Gas Inc. (“Terasen Gas”)
Customer Care Enhancement Project Application for a Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity (“CPCN”) to Insource Customer Care Services and
Implement a New Customer Information System (“CIS”) (the “Application”)
Response to the British Columbia Utilities Commission (“BCUC” or the
“Commission”) Panel Information Request (“IR”) No. 1

On June 2, 2009, Terasen Gas filed the Application as referenced above. On October 20,
2009, the Commission submitted Panel IR No. 1 (Exhibit A-13). In accordance with
Commission Order No. G-107-09 setting out the Revised Regulatory Timetable for the
Application, Terasen Gas respectfully submits the attached response to BCUC Panel IR No.
1.
If you have any questions or require further information related to this Application, please do
not hesitate to contact Danielle Wensink, Director, Customer Care & Services at (604) 5927497.

Yours very truly,
TERASEN GAS INC.

Original signed:
Tom A. Loski
Attachments
cc (email only):

Registered Parties
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Exhibit B-4, Executive Summary pp. 2-3, s. 1.1.1

The Company’s customer care function is currently outsourced to CustomerWorks LP
under a comprehensive outsourcing arrangement, referred to in industry terminology as
a Business Process Outsourcing (“BPO”) arrangement. The scope and terms of the
BPO arrangement with CustomerWorks LP was defined by a Client Services Agreement
dated January 1, 2002, which was approved by the Commission pursuant to Order G29-02, issued on April 17, 2002. (Exhibit B-4, pp. 2-3)
At the end of the initial five year term the contract with CustomerWorks LP was allowed
to roll over annually for successive one year terms. The annual rollover provision has
applied since then. (Exhibit B-4, p. 3)
1.1

Please describe in detail and highlight each amendment made to the Client
Services Agreement with CustomerWorks since its initial approval by the
Commission in April, 2002.

Response:
This response addresses BCUC Panel IR 1.1.1 and 1.1.2.
Order G-29-02, which approved the Client Services Agreement, provided in part:
4.
Any significant improvement initiatives or scope changes pursuant to the Client
Services Agreement are to be submitted to the Commission for review.
Amendments related to ongoing / day to day operations were accordingly not subject to BCUC
review under Order No. G-29-02.
Please refer to the table that follows, which details the amending agreements completed since
the Client Services Agreement was approved in April, 2002. The amendments subject to BCUC
review are noted in the table. These cases where Commission review was required represented
significant initiatives or scope changes as contemplated under Order No. G-29-02, Section 4.
An exception to this is amendment 12 which related to the implementation of Customer Choice.
The Customer Choice program was the subject of a separate proceeding under a CPCN
Application that was approved under BCUC Order No. C-6-06 on August 14, 2006, and the
amendments to the CSA were undertaken as a consequence of that CPCN approval.
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Amendment
No.

Date

1

October 1, 2002

Backlog reduction plan for unresolved
accounts.
 modified application of performance
measure terms in Schedules A, B
 for a limited period of time

No

2

October 1, 2002

CW to implement a more comprehensive call
quality program at no extra cost to TGI –
amends Schedule A

No

3

January 1, 2003

Amends Schedule A so that CWLP will
maintain the Emergency inbound queue 7x24
and shall increase hours allotted for ad hoc
reports

No

4

April 1, 2003

Amends collections performance measures
related to managing active accounts
receivables

No

5

December 1, 2003

Amendment reflecting merging of Interior gas
and electric meter reading schedules with
changes to Schedule C (changes to
performance measures)

No

6

January 5, 2004

Amendments to Schedule C to reflect agreed
increase to Base Fee for meter reading to
account for under-forecast in annual volume
of lock-offs

No

7

March 1, 2004

Commercial Unbundling New Schedule F –
additional services to support the BCUC
approved initiative which provides large and
small commercial customers with an
opportunity to purchase their gas commodity
from a supplier other than Terasen

Yes

Subject

Subject to BCUC
Review

Sought

Achieved

January 27,
2004

March 12, 2004
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Amendment
No.

Date

8

March 1, 2004

Stable Rate Program – New Schedule G –
additional services to support the BCUC
approved initiative to provide residential
customers with an opportunity to select gas
commodity purchase alternative that
guarantees the price of the commodity for one
year term

Yes

9

May 1, 2004

Refinement to timeliness service metrics to
existing Schedule E Industrial and Off System
Support Services (short term changes)
commercial and industrial accounts related to
the conversion from the legacy billing system
to Peace. There were no changes to
penalties.

No

10

March 1, 2005

Additional new service areas Whistler /
Vancouver Island: new Schedule H for meter
reading, all services described in Schedules
A-D as amended

Yes

11

August 2006

Amending performance measures Schedule A
– Customer Contact, and D – Credit and
Collection to introduce third party customer
satisfaction as a component of call quality.

No

12

April 1, 2007

BCUC approved initiative for residential
commodity unbundling (Customer Choice) to
enable residential customers to purchase gas
from suppliers other than TGI; new Schedule I
– sets out service, service guidelines, costs
and performance measures and penalties

Yes*

Subject

Subject to BCUC
Review

Sought

Achieved

January 27,
2004

March 12, 2004

April 20,
2005

July 29. 2005

* As discussed above, Amendment 12 related to commodity unbundling for residential customers (Customer Choice). This program was the
subject of a CPCN application approved under BCUC Order C-6-06.
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Were any subsequent amendments subject to further approval by the
Commission? If so, please identify the amendments.

Response:
Please refer to the response to BCUC Panel IR 1.1.1.
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Exhibit B-4, Executive Summary p. 3
Exhibit B-4, p. 16
Exhibit B-10 BCUC IR 1.7.3

The current outsourcing arrangement imposes limitations on the options available to
Terasen Gas. These contract provisions are foundational to understanding the
alternatives that Terasen Gas investigated to support this Project. The Client Services
Agreement includes a right of first refusal provision whereby, if Terasen Gas chooses to
go out to market to obtain cost estimates for continued outsourcing of the customer care
services, the Company is required to include all of the services included in the
agreement.
If Terasen selects an alternate provider through this process,
CustomerWorks LP has the right to retain the work by matching the selected bid in terms
of cost, scope and quality of service articulated in the selected response. This right of
first refusal provision is critical in this regard because it restricts the Company’s ability to
look at potential alternate providers for subsets of the services currently provided under
the Client Services Agreement. (Exhibit B-4, p. 16)
Terasen Gas believes that obtaining a market comparable quote to outsource either the
discrete call centre or back office operations is impractical under the terms of the current
Client Services Agreement....Any RFQ issued by Terasen Gas would also have to
disclose the existence of the right of first refusal available to the incumbent. The
Company does not feel it is appropriate to ask third party outsource providers to go to
significant time and expense to prepare a quotation in a context where Terasen Gas
does not intend to award a contract but is only looking for comparable pricing. (Exhibit B10, BCUC IR 1.7.3)
2.1

Please refer to and provide a copy of the Reasons for Decision attached as
Appendix A to Order G-29-02.

Response:
BCUC Order No. G-29-02, including the Reasons for Decision within Appendix A is included in
Attachment 2.1.

In the Reasons for Decision attached as Appendix A to Order G-29-02 the Commission
indicates that BC Gas (now Terasen) took the position that “the right of first refusal will
not materially inhibit the tendering process at the end of the initial term of the contract,
and that the BC Gas customer base of more than 750,000 will be an attractive
opportunity for other large scale providers.” (p. 12)
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The Reasons for Decision also state: “BC Gas made unequivocal statements that the
intent of the arrangements with CustomerWorks is that BC Gas will be free to choose
another supplier, including the statements that ‘BC Gas Utility will be guaranteed ... the
option to leave CustomerWorks after five years if lower-cost services are available from
another service provider’, and that “At the end of 2006, BC Gas Utility will be free to
choose another supplier or renegotiate with CustomerWorks.” (p. 13)
The Commission also stated: “[t]he specific arrangements with CustomerWorks still
leave the Commission with questions as to whether BC Gas will be truly free to obtain
tenders from, and to choose another supplier after the initial five year term. This
freedom is of fundamental importance to BC Gas ratepayers so as to maintain
competitive services through time. The Commission is prepared to rely on the warranty
of BC Gas that their freedom to select another supplier is intended and can be achieved
within the CustomerWorks agreements.” (p. 13)

2.2

What steps did Terasen take to confirm the intention of its arrangements with
CustomerWorks included its freedom to choose another supplier at the end of
the five year term and any subsequent terms?

Response:
TGI has relied on internal legal advice in negotiating the CSA, and in subsequently assessing its
legal rights under the CSA to renegotiate with CustomerWorks LP following the initial five year
term and subsequent terms and, if desired, to select another supplier. TGI has not sought
confirmation from CWLP regarding how the CSA should be interpreted, as the Company
believes that it is more appropriate to rely on its internal legal advice in interpreting the executed
Agreement. This is consistent with the Company’s general practice in its contractual dealings
with third parties. TGI considers this to be a more prudent approach to legal risk management.
In response to the preamble above related to choosing another service provider after five years
if lower-cost services were available, Terasen Gas did engage a third party expert in May 2005
to look at alternative outsourcing cost options at that time to support market price comparison
data and in support of the CPCN application for the conversion of TGVI to the standard TGI
customer care outsourcing platform. The report prepared by Doug Louth and Associates Ltd. is
included as Appendix I of the Amended Application. The report indicated that although the
indicative pricing would indicate that there was no material value at that time in pursuing a
comprehensive RFQ process, the data achieved through the market study would require further
substantiation through a comprehensive market process if the Company believed that there was
value in pursuing this option further and could lead to costs that were in fact much higher than
indicated. As this study was not a formal RFQ, discussions with CWLP were not required.
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TGI is of the view that it continues to retain the right under the CSA to renegotiate with
CustomerWorks LP following subsequent terms and, if desired, to select another supplier.
Specifically (and in direct response to Commission Panel IR 1.2.5):
•

Section 3.2 (b) where as part of the renewal clause Terasen Gas goes out to market
using the RFQ process for the whole suite of services then provided by the outsourcer,
selects a quotation and offers it to CWLP to match. If CWLP elects not to match the
chosen quotation then Clause 3.3 provides that the CSA terminates at the end of the
Additional Term and Terasen Gas has no further obligations to CWLP. Terasen Gas is
then free to engage a new provider for the services; and

•

Section 18 “Termination” which provides for the early termination of the CSA, however
this is a termination for cause approach. After the CSA is terminated Terasen Gas is
able to engage with an alternative provider.

TGI has determined that, as part of an initial qualitative analysis, it is in the best interest of
customers to insource key customer care functions, irrespective of the outsourcer, and thus
proposes to exercise its right to initiate a Scope Change under section 15 of the CSA to permit
these functions to be brought in house. TGI has not gone to market for the reasons discussed
in the response to Commission Panel IR 1.2.3.

2.3

Does Terasen now believe that the right of first refusal held by CustomerWorks
does limit its freedom to obtain tenders from other suppliers? If so, please
explain.

Response:
The right of first refusal (ROFR) does not prevent obtaining bids in the context where
outsourcing is the default preferred option, but does impede seeking third party quotations
simply for the purposes of benchmarking TGI’s preferred option of insourcing key customer care
functions. This is explained below.

ROFR in the 2002 Context – Where Outsourcing is the Default Option
The ROFR was the product of negotiation and it was included at the insistence of CWLP in
exchange for an initial contract term that was shorter than the 8 year amortization period for the
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assets it had acquired through the creation of the CWLP. This was made clear in BC Gas’
response to staff information request “question 2” in the 2002 proceeding (Attachment 2.3).
Customers benefited from this shorter term during the original term of the Agreement as it
provided a means of discontinuing the relationship in the event that the expected benefits were
not realized. BC Gas, intervenors and the Commission all recognized in 2002 that the presence
of the ROFR could potentially create issues with respect to the ability of TGI to attract other
bidders at the expiry of the initial term of the CSA. The quoted passages from the 2002
Decision are a reference to BC Gas’s evidence that (i) the CSA conferred upon BC Gas the
contractual right to go to market at the end of the initial five year term, ensuring that BC Gas
would not be tied indefinitely to CWLP, and (ii) notwithstanding the presence of the ROFR, the
Company could fund competing bids to ensure that CWLP was not the only outsourcing option
(see BC Gas’s response to staff information request “question 2”, in Attachment 2.3).
The Company’s assessment remained true at the end of the five year term and it remains true
today. As discussed in the response to Commission Panel IR 1.2.2, TGI still has the contractual
right to go to market for bids on the whole suite of services under the CSA. TGI could fund bids
in the legitimate pursuit of another outsourcer to take the place of CWLP on the whole suite of
services. TGI has exercised its legal rights under the CSA to pursue a scope change pursuant
to section 15 of the CSA and bring key customer facing services in house. TGI could seek bids
on the remaining services under the CSA after the scope change takes place, and the ROFR
would apply in that instance as well.

ROFR in the Present Context – Where Insourcing of Key Customer Care Functions is the
Preferred Option
Unlike in 2002, when the concern was that the CSA not preclude TGI from switching to another
Business Process Outsourcer after the expiry of the initial five year term of the CSA, TGI’s
qualitative assessment is that it is now necessary to insource key customer care functions. As
set out in the Amended Application, the qualitative choice of customer care model is really the
primary decision in the CCE Project. The result of the choice of model drives the need for the
other Project components (Amended Application, p. 6). TGI does not believe that the
outsourcing of critical customer facing activities (e.g. CIS, Call Centre, Billing and Back Office)
provides the flexibility and control required to provide high quality service to customers in a
changing environment (CEC IR 1.19.2). TGI identifies several reasons why strategic sourcing is
the best solution for TGI at p. 7 of the Application. The Project is designed to address the
customer care delivery model, not CWLP in particular. Put another way, although there have
been issues relating specifically to CWLP, the primary issues of concern to TGI relate to the
absence of direct Company control inherent in a model that involves outsourcing of key
customer interfaces.
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Regardless of the presence or absence of a ROFR, in any RFQ to outsource service under the
CSA, TGI would feel compelled to disclose that its preferred option is insourcing of key
customer functions. Were TGI not to do so, it would not only jeopardize its corporate reputation
and future ability to engage in meaningful tendering processes for other projects, it could
potentially attract legal liability.
In theory, despite TGI’s conclusion that it is preferable to insource key customer care functions,
comparative costing information could be elicited from third parties by disclosing the intention of
the process and paying parties to prepare quotations that could be used in a quantitative
comparison with the Project costs. In the circumstances, the primary risk of doing so relates to
the fact that CWLP has maintained that obtaining quotations opens the whole CSA to
renegotiation. While TGI does not share that view, this represents a risk to customers.
The additional constraint or complicating factor imposed by the ROFR in seeking quotations for
benchmarking the Project costs in these circumstances is that, based on CWLP’s interpretation
of the Client Services Agreement and the ROFR, the third parties will perceive a risk that their
confidential costing information will be revealed to CWLP and its subcontractor Accenture – a
direct competitor. TGI believes that this risk may well deter any outsourcer that would otherwise
have been willing to accept payment to prepare a quotation because the competitive risk of
doing so outweighs the relatively small fees to be earned from preparing the costing.
Please also refer to TGI’s response to BCUC 1.7.3.

2.4

Please provide a copy of Terasen’s letter to the Commission dated May 13,
2005 attaching the Market Assessment Study conducted by Douglas Louth
Associates Inc.

Response:
Please find Terasen Gas’ letter of May 13, 2005 in Attachment 2.4. The Market Assessment
Study conducted by Douglas Louth Associates Inc. is included in Exhibit B-4, Appendix I.
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In the May 13, 2005 letter, Terasen states:
“Given the continuing evolution of the customer care outsourcing marketplace, Terasen
Gas submits there is value at this time in maintaining the flexibility to benchmark options
and initiate a change in the future when a change would be more likely to provide
greater benefit to customers.”
...”[t]he Company proposes to continue to monitor progress in the industry with the intent
to go out to market in three or four years depending on the availability of beneficial
alternatives and the assessment of and comfort with the services provided by
CustomerWorks LP. Under the existing agreement, Terasen Gas will have the flexibility
and freedom to change in any year after 2006.” (p. 4)

2.5

Please explain what provisions of the “existing agreement” with
CustomerWorks provided Terasen with the flexibility and freedom to change
service providers in any year after 2006.

Response:
Please see the response to BCUC Panel IR 1.2.2.

Attachment 2.1
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TELEPHONE: (604) 660-4700
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IN THE MATTER OF
the Utilities CommissionAct, R.S.B.C. 1996, Chapter 473

and
An Application by BC Gas Utility Ltd.
for the Disposition of Property and
Approval of CustomerCare Agreements

P. Ostergaard,
Chair
K.L. Hall, Commissioner
R.D. Deane, Commissioner

)
)
)

April 17, 2002

ORDER
WHEREAS:
A. On December21, 2001, BC Gas Utility Ltd. ("BC Gas", "Utility"),
pursuant to Section 52 of the
Utilities Commission Act, applied to the British Columbia Utilities Commission ("the Commission") for
approval for the disposition of its partially-completed Program Mercury and other customer care related
assetsto BC Gas Inc., pursuantto an Asset Transfer Agreement; and
B. BC Gas Inc. would transfer those assetsto a limited partnership between itself and Enbridge Inc.
("CustomerWorks"), which would perform customer care services including call handling, billing,
metering, paymentprocessing, and credit and collection; and
C. BC Gas also requests approval of two agreementswith CustomerWorks:a Client Services Agreement for
the provision of customercare services, and a Shared Services Agreement for the provision of corporate
support services; and
D. BC Gas seeks such approvals effective December 31, 2001 but states that, pending any Commission
determination, it will complete only those parts of the transactionthat can be unwound; and
E. Prior to the Application, the Commission retained the services of Douglas Louth Associates Inc.
("DLAI") to carry out a formal review of BC Gas' plans; and
F. DLAI subsequently:lSsistedBC Gas to negotiate, draft and finalize the Agreements; and
G. On January8, 2002, DLAI provided its Report on the review; and
H. By Order No. G-02-02 the Commission scheduled a Workshop for Tuesday, January 29, 2002 and a
written public hearing process into the Application and related agreements;and
I.

Submissionswere received from registered intervenors and replied to by BC Gas; and

J. The Commissionhas consideredthe Application and all of the submissionsand finds that approval of the
Application is in the public interest.

...!2

BRITISH

UTiliTIES

ORDER
NUMBER

COlUMB

LA.

COMMISSION

G-29-02

2
NOW THEREFORE the Commissionorders as follows:
.The Commission, pursuant to Section52, approves the disposition of the BC Gas Program Mercury and
other customer care related assetsto BC Gas Inc., effective December31, 2001, in accordance with the
Asset Transfer Agreement.
2. The Commission approves the two agreementswith CustomerWorks,being a Client Services Agreement
for the provision of customer care services, and a Shared Services Agreement for the provision 0 f
corporate support services, effective December31, 200I.
3 .BC Gas is to provide a Report and Recommendationto the Commission for review prior to the renewal 0 f
contracts with CustomerWorks in 2007 or before committing to another service provider.
4

Any significant improvement initiatives or scope changes pursuant to the Client Services Agreement are
to be submitted to the Commission for review.

5 Reasonsfor Decision are attachedas Appendix A to this Order.
DATED at the City ofV;a.ncouver,in the Province of British Columbia, this

BY ORDER
Original signed by:
PeterOstergaard
Chair
Attachment

Orders/BCG-CustomerWorks, Reasons

7th

day .of April 2002.
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BC GASLm.

An Applicationfor the Dispositionof Propertyand
Approvalof CustomerCareAgreements
REASONS FOR DECISION

1.0

BACKGROUND

BC Gas Utility Ltd. ("BC: Gas", "Utility")

provides salesand transportation servicesto more than 760,000

residential, commercial and industrial customers in more than 100 communities throughout the Province.
The BC Gas distribution network delivers gas to approximately 90% of the natural gas customers in British
Columbia. BC Gas also provides a number of "customer information systems" ("CIS")

or "customer care

services" including call handling, billing, meter reading, payment processing and credit and collections.
Customers in the Interior have been supported largely by BC Gas' in-house systems. For the Lower
Mainland network, purchased from British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority ("B.C. Hydro")

in 1988,

customercare services in this area continue to be provided by B.C. Hydro.
Both customer billing systemswere aging and inflexible, with the information being of limited quality and
difficult to access. BC Gas considered that both would be unable to support increasing customer demand for
detailed information and choices in services,rates, and providers. However, an attempt in 1991 to develop a
new custom-built CIS (the Theseus Project) as part of a consortium of Canadian gas utilities failed in 1994
after cost estimatesand developmentschedulesdramatically increased.
In 1995, a team was formed to assessthe CIS market, developa new customercare approach,and recommend
systemalternatives. As there were no viable outsourcingoptions available in Canada at that time, BC Gas ran
a pilot project covering 26,000 customers in Prince George ("Project Pathfinder") to assessthe viability of a
customer information system obtained from Peace Computers. This was originally developed for utility
companies in New Zealatld, together with call handling and scheduling and dispatchsoftware systems.
After the successof the pilot project in 1998, BC Gas applied to the British Columbia Utilities Commission
("Commission") on March 22, 1999 for a Certificate of Public Convenienceand Necessity ("CPCN")

for

approval of Program Mercury, which consisted of a customer information system and call handling
technologies, together with patriation ofBC Gas customersfrom B.C. Hydro. The new, packaged system was
designed to interface with other key BC Gas service delivery systems in two stages, at an expected cost of
approximately $33.2 million. BC Gas' then-current annual direct operating cost of $20.77 per customer was
expected to decrease. This cost does not include other administration and capital costs comparable to the
fees being considered in the current application.
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As part of its supporting; business plan for Program Mercury, BC Gas did an assessmentof outsourcing
possibilities involving B.C. Hydro, Canadian Utilities, Enlogix, Utili Corp and others, but concluded that
B.C. Hydro's customer care plans and directions were unclear and that the market was still very immature.
The application also noted that almost every option available to BC Gas in addressing its customer care
requirements involves moderateto high businessrisk.
Intervenors into the BC Gas rate application processhad beenbriefed by the BC Gas Program Manager at the
November 18, 1998 Annual Review. However, none of the intervenors at that time expressed interest in
further review of the program. After review of the costs, timing and justification of Program Mercury, the
CPCN application was approved by Commission Order No. C-7-99. The Order required BC Gas to provide
the Commission with quarterly updates of the project and a final project cost report in accordance with a
format agreedto by Comtnissionstaff. The Order stated that the Commissionwould review the required final
report with respect to capital costs, overhead allocation and any cost over-runs in order to determine
eligibility for rate base treatment. BC Gas provided a number of updates to the Commission and continued
to inform intervenors of the status of the program expendituresin subsequentAnnual Reviews.
Although the decision WItSmade to proceed with Program Mercury, the CPCN application noted that three
key risks remained:
1.

Long-ternl support and viability of PeaceComputers;

2.

Scalabilit)' of the entire customercare solution; and

3.

BC Gas' organizational readinessand ability.

The first stage of Program Mercury (CS-I) was structured to convert the 250,000 Interior customers to a
single customercare envu.onment,together with a BC Gas call centre in Kelowna. Updatescontinued to show
that the project was on schedule and on budget, and the Interior cutover to the new systemwas successfully
completed in April 2000.
Problems arose during the secondstage (CS-II), which was designedto transfer the 530,000 Lower Mainland
customersto the new platform and establisha new BC Gas call centre in the Lower Mainland. As B.C. Hydro
did not maintain separategas and electric call volume statistics,prior estimateshad a large margin of error.
Actual Kelowna call centre volumes and averagehandling times in 2000 were 30-70% higher than normal,
due to the large rate increasesarising from unprecedentedcommodity prices. Postagerates increasedand the
high natural gas prices increasedthe amount of credit and collections activity.
The Program Mercury personnel also had to attempt to develop interfaces with an as yet unresolved model
for an unbundled Agency, Billing and Collections -Transportation (" ABC- T")

service requested by a
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number of natural gas agents,brokers and marketers. Together with the anticipated move to monthly billing,
it becameobvious that the Lower Mainland costs would be higher than forecast. At the same time, BC Gas
was undergoing considerable restructuring and corporate realignment and the customer support operations
were reorganized. Strate:gic initiatives began taking resources from Program Mercury, slowing decision

making.
Early in 2000, BC Gas felt that its limited customer base would provide insufficient economies of scale and
entered into negotiations with B.C. Hydro to create a joint venture to provide common customer care services
for both companies(the Servco initiative). Successwould mean that patriation of Lower Mainland customers
would not be necessaryand so CS-II was put on hold. The project's timeline was also delayed due to the
longer than anticipated time required to fmalize a meter reading contract with B.C. Hydro. BC Gas states that
the delay was significant in that the interfaces between the various systemscould not be completed until the
contract was finalized. It contributed to an increase in the cost to complete the project, but retained the
advantageof some joint services with B.C. Hydro.
The Servco initiative to transfer assetsand technology risks to a non-regulated partnership and receive
customer care services under a long-term contract was similar to the present proposal.

In late 2000,

B.C. Hydro and BC Gas c~stablished
a Board of Directors and announced the appointment of senior officers
for Servco. Although Pc~aceComputers undertook a benchmark project demonstrating support of up to
one million customers,B"C. Hydro eventually decided that the software would not be sufficiently scalable and
made continuance of a joint venture contingent upon BC Gas accepting its own CIS solution. BC Gas' $30$40 million share of these costswould have offset any savings associatedwith a common bill program so,
after six months of discussions,BC Gas decided it could not proceed with the Servco initiative.
The Operating and Maintenance costs were forecast in the 1999 Program Mercury CPCN application at
$36.70 per customer (including meter reading and dispatch). At its update session with Commission staff in
May 2001, BC Gas reported that the Operating and Maintenance costs were now expected to be in excess of
$44.00 per customer, due to initial under-forecasting and changing customer expectations. The original
$28.2 million capital budget was now estimated to be $39 million, resulting in a fully loaded cost per
customer estimated to be between$50-55 in 2003.
The original problem of how to patriate 530,000 Lower Mainland customers remained. The contract with
B.C. Hydro provided billing and call centre services for an amount well below market but was unsustainable
and could be cancelled on six months notice. As well, BC Gas reported that B.C. Hydro's CIS was outdated
and couldn't support unbundling. However, Enbridge Inc. had already selected Peace Computer software to
replace its industrial billing system and had an established call centre base with excess capacity, so BC Gas
Utility Ltd.'s parent company, BC Gas Inc., started discussions with them to establish a customer care joint

venture.
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Enbridge provides energy transportation, distribution and servicesin North America and internationally. It
operatesthe world's longest crude oil and liquids pipeline system, owns and operatesCanada's largest natural
gas distribution company, with service to 1.5 million utility customersand 1.2 million retail customers,and is
also involved in natural gas transmission.
Both parties decided that, due to the relatively risky and highly technology-basednature of the customer care
servicesbusinessand the increasing growth and competitiveness of the market for these services,the new
venture should not be rl~gulated. CustomerWorks was established as an unregulated limited partnership
owned 70% by Enbridge and 30% by BC Gas Inc. BC Gas negotiated contracts with CustomerWorks for the
transfer of its utility customer care assets,the provision of customer care services by CustomerWorks to
BC Gas (the Client Services Agreement) and the provision of corporate support services by BC Gas to
CustomerWorks(the SharedServicesAgreement).
The Commissionwas concernedabout the cost, impact and risk of an unregulated joint venture as it relates
to BC Gas ratepayersbecauseof the past history of high expenseand relatively high risk. On July 24, 200 I
the Commission instructed the president of Douglas Louth AssociatesInc. ("DLAI")

to carry out a formal

review of BC Gas' plans. DLAI also subsequently assisted BC Gas to negotiate, draft and finalize the
agreements. The DLAI final report was submitted on January8, 2002 and concluded that "CustomerWorks
appearsto be a realistic ~lpproachfor BC Gas in the context of its present and immediate future customer
care needs."

2.0

ApPLICATION

BC Gas had included details of the CustomerWorksproposal in its 2002 rate application which was copied to
intervenors and filed with the Commission on August 24, 2001, noting that a separate application for
approval of the proposal would be required. Increases in customer care costs for 2002 were identified but
the subsequent withdrawal of the rate application meant that BC Gas' shareholder had to absorb them.
Commission Order No. (J-123-01 which approved BC Gas' Revenue Requirements Application withdrawal
also directed that intervenors would be invited to provide comment on the CustomerWorks proposal prior to
the Commission's Decision.
On December 21, 2001, BC Gas applied to the Commission pursuant to Section 52 of the Utilities
Commission Act for approval for the disposition of its partially-completed Program Mercury and other
customer care related assetsto BC Gas Inc., pursuant to an Asset Transfer Agreement ("the Application").
The Application also requestsapproval of the provision of customercare services by CustomerWorks and the
related support servicesunder the terms and conditions set out in the Client Services Agreement and the
SharedServices Agreementwith CustomerWorks,all effective December31, 2001.
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Section52 states:
"( 1

Except for a disposition of its property in the ordinary course of business, a public
utility must not, without first obtaining the commission'sapproval,
(a) dispose of or encumber the whole or a part of its property, franchises,
licences,pennits, concessions,privileges or rights, or
(b) by any means, direct or indirect, merge, amalgamate or consolidate in whole
or in part its property, franchises, licences,permits, concessions,privileges or
rights with those of anotherperson.

(2)

The comlnission may give its approval under this section subject to conditions and
requirem(:ntsconsidered necessaryor desirable in the public interest."

In this proposal,CustomerWorks
becomesthe customercare provider, completesthe Program Mercury
project and assumesthe software licence, converts customerdata now on the B.C. Hydro system and assumes
control of the Kelowna call centre. BC Gas transfers its customer care assetsand 130 employees to
CustomerWorks, out-som'cesits customer care functions to CustomerWorks,and setsand enforces customer
care service levels.
The proposal is designed to mitigate the risks to ratepayers of continuing with an in-house project. The
benefits include avoiding potential escalationof implementation costs, no cost for B.C. Hydro conversion, no
need for a new call centrt:, accessto Enbridge experienceand call centre capacity, a fixed price per customer,
continued benefits from the PeaceComputer software licence, and cost sharing of any process improvements.
The trade-offs include d(~pendenceon CustomerWorks with a possible difficulty in separation at the end of
the contract period, decreasedflexibility in technology and customerprocesses,lack of opportunity to reduce
service costs or obtain a return on CustomerWorks' possible successes,and the potential cost of renegotiating
the contract in 2007.
The Asset Transfer Agreement lists the software licences, hardware and equipment to be transferred from
BC Gas to BC Gas Inc. and then transferred from BC Gas Inc. to CustomerWorks,to ensure that any residual
risks of the transfer reside in BC Gas Inc. rather than in BC Gas Utility Ltd. The assetsconsist mainly of
Program Mercury capital expenditures for software and hardware to be transferred at a book value of
$39.2 million, which is estimated to be equal to their fair market value. CustomerWorks will be required to
fund the capital cost to complete the project, currently estimatedby BC Gas to total $48.4 million.
The Client Services Agreement sets out the pricing structure and terms and conditions of service to be
provided by CustomerWorks to BC Gas, based on a fixed price per customer. For 2002, the charge is
$46.42 per customer and includes the recovery of operating and maintenance costs, overheads, taxes,
depreciation and financing for assetsthat would have been in utility rate base for 2002, if approved by the
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Commission. There will be no impact on customer rates due to the withdrawal of BC Gas' revenue
requirement application for 2002.
For the years 2003 to 2006, the price is capped at $54.54 per customer. At the end of 2006, BC Gas will
renegotiate with CustomerWorks or choose another supplier if they can provide superior services. If BC Gas
choosesnot to issue a Requestfor Quotation, the Client ServicesAgreementstipulates that any increase in the
fixed rate per customer in the year following the initial term is capped at 50% of the annual inflation rate.
The Client Service Agreementalso requires CustomerWorksto use commercially reasonableefforts to pursue
opportunities that will reduce costs to BC Gas, increase system efficiencies, or avail itself of any business

synergIes.
The Shared Services Ag:reement identifies the support services and the pricing of those services to be
provided by BC Gas to CustomerWorks. For the flfst year of CustomerWorks' operation, BC Gas will provide
the same estimated level of support servicesand service levels to CustomerWorks that the same operations
within BC Gas currently receive. Prior to the end of the initial term of the Shared ServicesAgreement, BC
Gas will receive the opportunity to seekrenewed servicesagreements. This transition period provides BC Gas
the opportunity to adjust its services,service levels and pricing to respond to CustomerWorks' needs.
By Order No. G-02-02 the Commission scheduled a Workshop on Tuesday, January 29, 2002 and a written
public hearing process into the Application and related agreements. Submissions were received from
registered intervenors and replied to by BC Gas.

3.0

INTERVENOR ISSUES

Active intervenors represented core market customers (e.g. the Consumers Association of Canada
[B.C. Branch] et al.), high volume gas users (e.g. Lower Mainland Large Gas Users Association, Inland
Industrial Gas User Group), gas marketers (e.g. Avista Energy Canada, Ltd.) and gas industry contractors
(e.g. Heating Ventilating Cooling Industry Association of B.C.).
Avista Energx Canada.Ltd.
Avista Energy Canada,Ltd. ("Avista") was generally concerned about the negative effect that clauses in the
agreement may have on the competitive marketplace and that the BC Gas responses to its information
requests do not provide any further clarity on specific benefits to customers. Avista suggeststhat consumers
could obtain a lower cost if both BC Gas and B.C. Hydro join forces and that CustomerWorks must be
directly overseenby the Commission.
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BC Gas replied that the responseswere as complete as possible, agreed that an arrangement with B.C. Hydro
would have been desirable, and took their submissionas positive support for the Application.
Lower Mainland Large Gas Users Association
The Lower Mainland Large Gas Users Association submitted that the Commission's process has been
inappropriate, but that it would be less concerned if BC Gas had followed an open tendering process with a
purely arms length relationship. The Association felt that the proposal's emphasis on reducing risk ignored
the Commission's ability to transfer the risk of project failure to the shareholders. The Association noted
that out-sourcing may warrant support providing fair value is established, but that the implied risk to
customersfor service to remain in the utility is overstated,and the value of the software and opportunities for
third party revenue is understated. The Association seesa potential abuse of market power by Enbridge to
sell other products and servicesand agreeswith Avista that there should have been more effort to negotiate a
resolution with B.C. HydIo. More specifically, its view is that the tenderprocessafter five years will not result
in competitive bids.
BC Gas replied that the Commission's process was not inappropriate, that there were ~umerous negotiations
with other utilities, and that it agreed with the CAC (B.C.) et al. submission that "Given the history..., it is
likely that BC Gas has explored most of the realistic options." BC Gas agrees that a joint arrangement with
B.C. Hydro would have beendesirable, which is why it pursuedthe Servco initiative.
BC Gas respondedthat fair value has been establishedbecausethe value of the customer care assetsform the
basis for the CustomerWorks fees and that the Commission cannot order BC Gas shareholdersto absorb costs
which were prudently in(:urred. The Utility also notes that market power is not an issue as CustomerWorks
will not have personnel working on functions such as furnace repair and becauseBC Gas must comply with
the Code of Conduct for Provision of Utility Resourcesand Services. BC Gas states that it is more likely that
competitive bids will be forthcoming in five years under this proposal than if the assetsare completed,
maintained, and upgraded within the utility.
Consumers' Association of Canada(B.C. Branch) et al.
Consumers' Association of Canada(B.C. Branch) et al. ["CAC (B.C.) et al."] believes that the outsourcing is
appropriate in that it mitigates the risk to customers,but has concerns similar to those of other intervenors,
including the level and determination of both CustomerWorks and BC Gas fees, risks inherent in scope
changes,the valuation of assets,quality of service, and the role of the Commission. CAC (B.C.) et al. submits
that the arrangementcan, and should, be improved and that the Commission should define the scope changes
that require prior approval and establisha special review processto allow input from customers.
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CAC (B.C.) et al. said it was difficult to determine whether customers would benefit more from a lower asset
value and lower fees or a higher assetvalue and higher fees. It submitted that the fair market of the assetsand
the reasonablenessof the CustomerWorks fees could be better determined by comparison to the fees being
paid by Enbridge ConsumersGas.
BC Gas replied that the net effect to customerswould be nil, as the residualrate base value would also change
and noted that CustomerWorksstated at the Workshop that the fees being paid by Enbridge Consumers Gas
for similar servicesare higher than those to be paid by BC Gas. BC Gas pointed out that the service levels in
the Client Services Agreement mirror the service levels provided to customers at the time of the agreement.
The Utility also noted that the word "qualitative" was added to Clause 3.2(b) in the final contract to ensure
that, at renewal, BC Gas will be able to assessthe CustomerWorkscounter proposal by means of other criteria
in addition to price.

These other criteria would be based on then-current customer and utility needs,

including revised quality of service, long term technical development direction and on-going vendor
reliability and viability.

It stated that the details of these criteria can only be estimated at that time and it

would be prematureto at1emptto specifically define them. As well, the purpose of Section 4.3 of the Client
Services Agreement is to ensure that service levels are adjusted to reflect any service enhancementsgained
through the completion of Program Mercury.
BC Gas agreed with CAC (B.C.) et al. that the risks to customers with regard to scope changes, increasing
customer count and end of tenn renewal are minimized under a multi-year PBR mechanism as directed by
the Commission.
Heating Ventilating

Cooling Industrx Association of B.C.

The Heating Ventilating t=:ooling Industry Association of B.C. ("HVCI")

is concerned that the Application

process created a false sense of crisis and did not allow enough time for any thoughtful consideration. It
recommends that the Commission not accept the Application ''as it presents no convincing, and at times
confusing, arguments as to why this joint venture would be of any benefit to ratepayers."

HVCI felt that

BC Gas presentedunverifiable estimatesto complete Program Mercury and, to prove its case,compared them
to guaranteedcosts. As the difference betweenthesecosts is only $1 million per year, HVCI believed that the
ratepayerscould be at less risk and receive more benefits if the program were kept in-house.
HVCI submitted that the contract presentsits own risks: the "low bid matching clause" means rates may
never be lower, the contract wording cannotbe changed, penalties to its parent company and partner are the
only recourseto unsatisfactory service,and ratepayerswill be at risk if the partnershipfails or is sold.
BC Gas replied that HVCI simply overlooked the facts and that its primary desire is to prevent utilities from
competing with its members. The DLAI Report and the Application extensively discuss the benefits to
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customers,the value of risk mitigation, and the necessarytrade-offs. BC Gas submitted that the process was
not inappropriate, that the Commission could not appropriately assessthe proposal without completed
information, and pointed to clauses in the contracts which addressedthe HVCI concerns.
Inland Industrial-YIQJJD
The Inland Industrial Group stated that its members are facing severe financial challenges but it was not
opposedto the proposal provided that its membersreceive the same or improved services with no increase in
rates. It asks the Commission to address its concerns about clear rules for affiliate-related transactions (in
particular the "right to match" and protection of customer information), rate increases if the Centra
acquisition results in an amalgamatedCIS, and reasonablecustomer consultation prior to service changes.
BC Gas replied that the members will receive improved service at rates lower than they would otherwise be
and that the proposal complies with the Commission's transfer pricing policy. The right of first refusal was
accepted in exchange for a five year contract term rather than the eight year term necessaryto recover the
capital costs of the customercare assets. Furthermore, the "right to match" is a free option at an attractive
price, and BC Gas is prepared to identify and approach potential service providers and could assist in the
funding of competitive bids. Customer information remains the property of the Utility and CustomerWorks
is required to keep it confidential. BC Gas notes that any amalgamationof systemswould be a scope change
and is not part of this Application. In any case,it would consider new services that affected rates only after
consultation with customers.

4.0

COMMISSION FINDINGS

The major issues to be considered in the CustomerWorksApplication include the potential to mitigate Utility
risks, the potential for cost increasesto accommodatescope changes,the maintenance of a high quality of
service for ratepayers,potential costs when the contracts are renegotiated in 2007, the competitiveness of the
CustomerWorks proposal, and the valuation of existing assetsto be transferred to CustomerWorks.
Risk Mitigation
The outsourcing proposal resolves a number of problems in a function which BC Gas no longer considers to
be a core competency. Most of the benefits involve a mitigation of risks to ratepayers. BC Gas avoids the
estimated Program Mercury completion costs together with any potential overruns, and the same servicesare
obtained at a fixed price per customer, avoiding the risk of higher annual system maintenance and upgrade
costs. The fixed price ff:es are currently competitive with other outsourcers and the limit on fee increases
after the initial term of th(~Client Services Agreement reduces the financial risks to the ratepayers. The five
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year term reduces the risk of stranded software assets,which would otherwise be depreciated over an eight
year period if left in B.C. Gas' rate base.
CustomerWorks assumesthe risk of converting the data necessaryto patriate customers from the B.C. Hydro
systemand will set up call centre facilities for the Lower Mainland customers. The agreementsalso require
CustomerWorksto look for ways to reduceBC Gas costs or provide efficiencies. As well, the larger Enbridge
systemgives BC Gas accessto greater experience with bill unbundling initiatives and reduces the risks of
specific call centre site disruptions.
ScoQeChanges
The Client Services Agrt:ement and attached Schedules specify the scope of services to be provided by
CustomerWorks. The parties accept that changes in scope to client servicesmay be required from time to
time for a variety of reasonsand itemize a number of triggers that could occur. Article 15 of the agreement
describesa scope change process.
To protect ratepayers, it is essential that the Commission maintain an overview of such changes. As a
condition of approval of the agreements,the Commission must also retain the right to review for approval
any improvement initiatives or scopechangesthat have the potential to impact the level or quality of service
or proposed adjustments 10the Base Fee.
Qualit)::of Servic!!
Article 4.3, PerformanceStandards,of the Client ServicesAgreementstates:
"The scope of services and levels of performance documented in the Schedulesare intended
to be consistent with the level of service BC Gas currently provides to Customers."
Each of the five schedulesof servicesis designedto achieve that objective and contains articles describing the
scope of services,guidelines, customer issue management, pricing, performance measures, deficiency cure
periods and penalties.
The parties to the agreementacknowledgethat the transfer to CustomerWorks will not be without difficulties.
To mitigate problems, the agreementcalls for setting up a "Client Committee", with representativesfrom
both parties, to monitor the ongoing performance of CustomerWorks. The Committee will meet at least
monthly to evaluate performance and anticipate future needs.
Provision has been made for an adjustmentperiod of 90 days following patriation of the Lower Mainland
customers.This is to allow CustomerWorksa period without penalties in which to attain the performance
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standards. The performancestandardswill be re-evaluatedat the end of this adjustment period. BC Gas will
be requested by the Cornmission to report on the results of the 90-day re-evaluation and on the level of
performance standardsattained.
The Commission recognizes that quality of service measures exist in BC Gas' revenue requirements
settlementsand that BC Gas cannot enjoy financial incentives unless quality of service is maintained. These
measuresallow the Commission to protect ratepayers'interests.
Renel!otiation and Matching
Over the last decade the Commission has followed the efforts of BC Gas to achieve an efficient and costeffective customer care system. BC Gas has found that new systemsare required and these are specialized,
complex and costly. The reasonsfor the continuation of specialized systems with high costs appear to be the
rapid pace of change in technology, businesspractices and customer expectations. While it is believed that
customer care costs may fall significantly due to technology advancementsand competition betweenservice
providers, it is not known when this will occur.
A significant concern of t.he Commission and intervenors is whether BC Gas, after the initial five-year term
will truly be able to gain the benefit of a more favourable price and quality of service available from other
suppliers than CustomerWorks. As set out clearly in the DLAI Report, BC Gas will likely find it very difficult
to securecompetitive bids if CustomerWorks only needs to match the prices offered by the lowest bidder to
enforce renewal, and this applies even after BC Gas was able to add 'quality'

as a factor in the matching

provision. As well, differences between BC Gas and CustomerWorks as to what constitutes a matching of
price and qualitative factors seempossible, and may prove difficult to resolve.
BC Gas' responseis that the right offlfst refusal will not materially inhibit the tendering processat the end of
the initial tenn of the contract,and that the BC Gas customerbase of more than 750,000 will be an attractive
opportunity for other large scale providers.

Further, BC Gas has committed to identify and approach

potential candidatesto ensure they understand the tendering process and the conditions of the right of first
refusal held by CustomerWorks, and BC Gas has proposed, if necessary,to assistin funding the preparation
of competitive bids.
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The specific arrangements with CustomerWorks still leave the Commission with questions as to whether
BC Gas will be truly free to obtain tenders from, and to choose another supplier after the initial five year
term. This freedom is of fundamentalimportance to BC Gas ratepayersso as to maintain competitive services
through time. The Commission is prepared to rely on the warranty of BC Gas that their freedom to select
another supplier is intended and can be achieved within the CustomerWorksagreements. The Commission
will review the process of contract renewal in 2007 and the BC Gas will be held accountable to the
commitments it has made, even if the foregoing commitments are beyond the contract language as it may be
interpreted in 2007.

BC Gas must demonstrate that any future contract with CustomerWorks or another

service provider is in the best interests of its ratepayersfor 2007 and beyond.
Comoetitivenessof CustomerWorks
Concerns were expressed that BC Gas entered into the agreements without a thorough canvassing of other
options for the provision of customer care functions. Some intervenors felt some form of open tendering
processwould have beenpreferable; others considered that a joint venture with BC Hydro should have been
pursued more diligently.
The Application outlines the reasonswhy remaining with BC Hydro's current system was not acceptable,and
the four realistic options:
provide all customercare services internally by completing Program Mercury;
implement Program Mercury billing services internally and outsource call handling;
outsource customercare to third party providers; and
outsource customercare through a joint arrangementwith another utility partner.
The Application then describes the reasons for abandoning the Servco initiative with BC Hydro, and the
subsequentsynergies that emerged with Enbridge as CustomerWorks took shape.
The Commission agrees with BC Gas and some intervenors that a joint arrangement with B.C. Hydro would
have been desirable. This is why negotiations to create Servco were pursued. BC Gas felt that the Peace
Energy CIS was the lowest cost solution for both companiesand was capableof meeting B.C. Hydro's needs.
B.C. Hydro was not prepared to adopt this system developed for BC Gas; rather B.C. Hydro made the
establishment of Servco conditional upon BC Gas accepting B.C. Hydro's proposed CIS solution and
funding a proportional share of implementation costs. BC Gas concluded these costs would be greater than
the savingsassociatedwith a common bill for electricity and gas. Despite the failure of Servco, some of the
economies of scale and scope it would have created will still be achieved,as meters in the Lower Mainland
will continue to be read in conjunction with B.C. Hydro. Also, with CustomerWorks,there are no plans to
changethe statusof the Kelowna Call Centre.
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On the issue of open tendering, BC Gas notes that it had the benefit of a competitive bid tender while part of
Servco negotiations, it had already negotiated with three other Canadianutilities for a customer joint venture,
and was aware that only Enbridge had excess call centre capacity and useful experience. With regard to the
issue of the reasonablenessof the contracted costs per customer to be charged by CustomerWorks, DLAI
surveyed the comparable customer care costs incurred by 17 utilities.

CustomerWorks' cost in 2003 of

$54.54 is very close to the median in the survey. DLAI concludes that CustomerWorks' costs are reasonable
when compared to other utilities.
The Commission concludes that BC Gas has canvassedthe range of viable customercare options to the extent
necessaryto convince the Commission that a more beneficial arrangement for customers would not have

emerged.
Fair Value for As~
Assetsare to be transferred from the utility to CustomerWorksat the following book values:
Completed CIS and Call Centre Software

$ 14,348,000

MercuryCIS SoftwareWork in Progress
Hardware

20,170,000

Equipment
Total

3,119,000
_1.567.000

$ 39,204,000

The Asset Transfer Agreementstates that the $39.2 million sale price for these assetsbeing transferred at their
net book value is also the fair market value. This agreementalso states (Section 5(c» that if any taxing
authority determines that the purchaseprice is not equal to the fair market value of the purchased assets,then
the parties will make such adjustmentsas are necessaryto ensurethe purchaseprice is equal to the fair market
value as assessedby the taxing authority.
Some intervenors suggestthat the market value of some of the assetsto be transferred to CustomerWorks is
below book value, and if the assetsare valued above market value then the fees for service charged by
CustomerWorks will be high due to the linkage of fees and assets. Others argued that the assetsmay have a
market value in excess of book value.
Background data used to calculate the present value of these assetswas provided to DLAI, and DLAI was
assuredthat the setupcosts for the joint venture equate to the transfer of assetsfrom the regulated utility to
CustomerWorks. DLAI concludes that fair market value has been placed on the assets. DLAI notes that
future price protection is the only major direct financial return to ratepayers from CustomerWorks: since the
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value of existing assetsis reflected fairly in the Asset Transfer Agreement,and an offsetting payment is to be
made to the Utility, the arrangement with CustomerWorks benefits ratepayers in providing this future price

protection.
If the assetsare found to be valued above market value and the assettransfer price was lowered, then fees
charged by CustomerWorkswould also be lowered. However, as BC Gas notes,the reduction in rate base due
to the assettransfer would also be reduced, leaving a higher residual rate base value. There would be no net
effect on customerssince there would be lower fees from CustomerWorksbut customers would be subject to
greater depreciation within the utility.
Recognizing in particular the relationship between CustomerWorks fees and residual rate base, the
Commission acceptsthat the transfer of the assetsat book value fairly representstheir market value.

Based on the Commission's findings in theseReasons,the Commission concludes that the three Agreements
should be approved.

Attachment 2.3

Attachment 2.4

Scott A. Thomson
Vice President,
Finance and Regulatory Affairs

May 13, 2005
British Columbia Utilities Commission
Sixth Floor, 900 Howe Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2N3
Attention:

16705 Fraser Highway
Surrey, B.C. V3S 2X7
Tel: 604-592-7784
Fax: 604-592-7890
Email: scott.thomson@tersengas.com
www.terasengas.com

Mr. R.J. Pellatt, Commission Secretary

Dear Sirs:
Re:

Terasen Gas Inc. (“Terasen Gas” or the “Company”)
Commission Letter Nos. L-27-05 and G-40-05
Customer Care Agreements

History
On December 21, 2001, Terasen Gas Inc. (then BC Gas Utility Ltd.) applied to the British
Columbia Utilities Commission (“the Commission”) for approval for the disposition of its
partially completed Program Mercury and other Customer Care related assets to
Terasen Inc. (then BC Gas Inc.) pursuant to an Asset Transfer Agreement. Terasen Inc.
would transfer those assets to a limited partnership between itself and Enbridge Inc.
(“CustomerWorks LP”), which would perform Customer Care services including call
handling, billing, metering, payment processing, and credit and collection.
Terasen Gas also requested approval of two agreements with CustomerWorks LP: a
Client Services Agreement for the provision of Customer Care services, and a Shared
Services Agreement for the provision of corporate support services.
Prior to the Application, the Commission retained the services of Douglas Louth
Associates Inc. (“DLAI”) to carry out a formal review of Terasen Gas’s plans. DLAI
subsequently assisted Terasen Gas to negotiate, draft and finalize the Agreements. On
January 8, 2002, DLAI provided its Report on the review. The Commission scheduled a
Workshop on January 29, 2002 and a written public hearing process into the Application
and related agreements. Submissions were received from registered Intervenors and
Terasen Gas responded to the submissions. The Commission considered the Application
and all of the submissions and found that approval of the Application was in the public
interest.
The Commission approved the disposition of the Terasen Gas Program Mercury and
other Customer Care related assets to Terasen Inc., effective December 31, 2001, in
accordance with the Asset Transfer Agreement. The Commission also approved the two
agreements with CustomerWorks, a Client Services Agreement for the provision of
Customer Care services, and a Shared Services Agreement for the provision of corporate
support services, effective December 31, 2001.
As part of the approval, the Commission instructed Terasen Gas to provide a Report and
Recommendation to the Commission for review prior to the renewal of contracts with
CustomerWorks LP in 2007 or before committing to another service provider.

-2On February 18, 2005, Terasen Gas submitted a proposal to the Commission outlining its
intention to review the extension of the current Customer Care outsourcing agreement
with CustomerWorks where the initial term expires on December 31, 2006. In addition,
Terasen Gas indicated that Terasen Gas (Vancouver Island) Inc. (“TGVI”) was preparing
a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (“CPCN”) Application to convert from
the current combination of outsourced and in-house delivery environment to a fully
outsourced business model with CustomerWorks LP.
On March 3, 2005 by Letter No. L-14-05, the Commission accepted Terasen Gas’s
proposal to retain an independent third party to assess the value of extending the current
outsourcing agreement, evaluate the available alternate service providers in the market
and comment on the value of converting TGVI’s customer base to the Peace Energy
Customer Information System (“CIS”). The Commission requested that the Terms of
Reference for engaging the independent third party be provided for review and comment.
On March 17, 2005, Terasen Gas submitted the Terms of Reference to the Commission
for review and comment. By Letter No. L-27-05, the Commission noted but did not
provide comments on the Terms of Reference as filed and requested that the report from
the independent third party, DLAI, be filed with the Commission no later than May 13,
2005. The Terms of Reference included two Objectives:
1. Evaluate whether value to customers exists in transitioning the customer care
services currently performed by CustomerWorks LP to an alternate service
provider.
2. Evaluate whether value to customers exists in converting the TGVI and TGW
customer base to the contractual customer care environment currently in place to
support Terasen Gas customers.
On April 20, 2005, TGVI filed a CPCN Application to convert its Customer Care activities.
Concurrently, the Company filed a new Schedule H as an Amendment to the existing
Client Service Agreement to include TGVI customers within the scope of the current
Terasen Gas Client Services Agreement for the provision of Customer Care activities.
The DLAI 2005 Market Assessment Study
Attached is the final report submitted by Douglas Louth Associates Inc. in response to the
work assignment outlined in the terms of reference. The DLAI 2005 Market Assessment
Study addressed two objectives. The first objective was:
“To evaluate whether value to customers exists in transitioning the customer care
services currently performed by CustomerWorks LP to an alternate service
provider.”
To satisfy this first requirement, a targeted questionnaire was developed and distributed
to key participants in the customer care outsourcing industry. In order to contain the
scope of work, a short list of candidates was identified to assess the viability and interest
of these organizations in pursuing Terasen Gas as a Customer Care client in the future.
Both the Company and DLAI believe that the targeted candidates are the most active in
the industry and the most likely to have the skills and capabilities to undertake an
additional 900,000 customers. The questionnaire was issued as a benchmarking tool and
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The purpose was to require the vendors to confirm what capabilities they currently had in
place or were confident in obtaining, and to provide reference pricing related to other
clients in providing similar business functions.
The conclusion of the DLAI 2005 Market Assessment Study was that there are viable
alternatives in the marketplace at this time. Of the six vendors included in the survey, four
provided responses indicating they would be able to provide the complete scope of
services currently provided by CustomerWorks LP. The report also includes a discussion
of the advantages and disadvantages of each of the four responses. Each of the vendors
offers different proposals on how and where work would be done. Although none of the
vendors are active in B.C. today for the majority of the services, all have indicated that a
significant portion of the work could be done from alternate locations and that some local
subcontracting would be required. In all cases the vendors indicated that assuming
responsibility for the Peace Energy CIS was acceptable to them and would likely be the
least-cost, lowest-risk option. It is apparent that none of the vendors currently offers a
comprehensive “turn-key” solution. All would need to build third party relationships to
provide portions of the services. Only one of the providers has experience with the Peace
Energy CIS although this experience is limited to system hosting.
In order to validate pricing through the questionnaire, the respondents were asked to
provide reference prices in cases where they provide a similar scope of services to
comparable clients. These reference prices are summarized on page 11 of the attached
DLAI 2005 Market Assessment Study. Note that the questionnaire did not request nor did
the respondents provide an estimate of the capital cost to transition the systems and
services from CustomerWorks LP to their operating environment. The transition effort for
each respondent would be expected to include either building or expanding call centre
capabilities, subcontracting or staffing to support meter reading in this jurisdiction,
acquiring hardware and customer care technologies to service Terasen’s 900,000
customers and documenting business processes and training new staff in the provision of
customer care in accordance with Terasen policy. For simplicity, Terasen Gas assumed
that capital costs would be the same for each of the four respondents and therefore did
not include estimated capital transition costs as part of the survey.
The reference prices indicate there is indeed interest in the industry related to this
opportunity. As there was no commitment implied in the questionnaire, these prices are
likely to be lower than final pricing as these prices may reference preferential pricing that
has been in place for a number of years or may reference a scope of services that is
different from the services currently provided. As well, in cases where the respondents do
not have current capabilities and are planning to rely on third party providers, the prices
associated with these services have been estimated. The comparable price under the
current agreement between Terasen Gas and CustomerWorks LP, net of capital recovery
and shared services is $37.94. At a high level, these prices are comparable to the current
price paid to CustomerWorks LP. As further validation that these prices are
representative of industry benchmarks, please refer to the 2004 DLAI Study attached as
Appendix 4 of the TGVI Customer Care Conversion CPCN Application. The 2004 DLAI
Study was considerably wider in scope than this 2005 DLAI Market Assessment Study,
and it concludes that the benchmark cost per customer in 2004 was $55.02 for
companies comparable to Terasen Gas. The Company believes that this benchmark
price would include at least some capital recovery.
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alternatives in the marketplace, both in scope and cost of service, in competition with
CustomerWorks LP. The results of the study indicate that, if the Company had reason to
move to an alternate provider, either due to underperformance or concerns related to
stability and sustainment, there are likely viable alternatives. Terasen Gas is much more
confident today that the market for outsourced customer care services is continuing to
develop. At this time however, given the inherent risks associated with making a change
and the low likelihood of gaining a significant price advantage for customers,
Terasen Gas recommends not proceeding with a more formal market validation. The
Company believes the market will continue to evolve and, as these companies and new
entrants into the marketplace expand their existing capacity, opportunities will increase.
To date the approach taken by all of the participants is to expand with each new client,
customizing to accommodate each client’s specific preferences. Each of these
acquisitions requires significant expansion and capital cost. None of the providers has
excess capacity to take on new clients cost-effectively and there is not yet enough
mobility in the industry to create this excess capacity. Based on the survey responses
Terasen Gas believes all of the providers would require significant additions to
infrastructure at this time to take on a new client with 900,000 customers.
Given the continuing evolution of the customer care outsourcing marketplace,
Terasen Gas submits there is value at this time in maintaining the flexibility to benchmark
options and initiate a change in the future when a change would be more likely to provide
greater benefit to customers. At this time the Company believes it may be possible at
best to match the price, scope and quality of services that are in place today. Inherent in
a change would be a contract renegotiation process that would likely reduce some of the
benefits that exist in the current outsourcing arrangement that Terasen Gas believes
would likely not be available were negotiations to start today. As the industry develops,
some of the common terms and conditions in new outsourcing arrangements include
long-term commitments, generally 10-year contracts, pricing that is not fixed across all
services but generally include a combination of fixed and variable components, and price
escalation clauses that allow for increases in line with inflation at a minimum.
The Company proposes to continue to monitor progress in the industry with the intent to
go out to market in three or four years depending on the availability of beneficial
alternatives and the assessment of and comfort with the services provided by
CustomerWorks LP. Under the existing agreement, Terasen Gas will have the flexibility
and freedom to change in any year after 2006.
Summary
Terasen Gas submits that the DLAI 2005 Market Assessment Study, while indicating the
existence of viable customer care outsourcing alternatives in the marketplace, does not
provide sufficient confirmation that an alternative is available that would provide value to
customers in transitioning the services currently provided by CustomerWorks LP to an
alternate provider. Comparable services are likely available although transitioning would
not be without risk. If there are cost savings, the magnitude of these savings are likely not
significant based on the reference prices stated in the responses. Terasen Gas believes
that although the results of a more comprehensive market assessment in the form of a
Request for Proposal would provide more detail, the results are unlikely to differ
materially from the survey. Further, the Company believes the proposed costs would
increase on closer scrutiny. Proceeding with a more comprehensive process at this time,
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instead to continue to monitor progress in the industry, keep current options open and
reassess in three or four years whether a more comprehensive market assessment is
justified.
The second objective of the 2005 DLAI Market Assessment Study relates specifically to
the TGVI Customer Care Conversion CPCN Application and the ongoing service fees
negotiated as part of that proposal. The second objective was:
“To evaluate whether value to customers exists in converting the TGVI and TGW
[Terasen Gas (Whistler) Inc.] customer base to the contractual customer care
environment currently in place to support Terasen Gas customers. “
This objective is addressed in Section 7 of the attached 2005 DLAI Market Assessment
Study. TGVI concurs with DLAI that the move to a common customer care environment is
desirable and likely of significant benefit to TGVI and Terasen Gas (Whistler) Inc.
(“TGW”) customers. In addition to highlighting some of the key advantages to customers
as stated in the TGVI Customer Care Conversion CPCN Application, the 2005 DLAI
Market Assessment Study concluded that the proposed conversion risk is mitigated by
the stability of the current operating environment. The absence of early termination
penalties related to the existing contractual arrangements at TGVI means that the timing
of the conversion will not result in a lower cost if it is delayed until expiry of the current
outsourcing agreements. TGVI believes that conversion costs would likely increase over
time at least in parallel to inflation if the conversion is deferred.
In terms of future alternatives, the DLAI 2005 Market Assessment Study has concluded
that viable providers are available if Terasen Gas, TGVI and TGW should choose to
move to an alternate provider in the future. In the meantime, capacity exists within the
current CustomerWorks LP outsourcing arrangement to extend services to handle the
added volumes of approximately 85,000 customers.
The price per customer negotiated with CustomerWorks LP for the addition of 85,000
TGVI and TGW customers is $42.29 ($35.29 fixed and $7.00 variable) in 2006, excluding
capital recovery. This is within the range for the reference prices included on page 11 of
the attached Market Assessment report.
If there are any questions regarding this submission, please contact Ms. Edna Katrichak
at (604) 576-7155.
Yours very truly,
TERASEN GAS INC.

Original signed by Laurie Gray
For: Scott A. Thomson
Vice President, Finance and Regulatory Affairs
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